
DESIGN FEATURES DELIVER 
SUPER EFFICIENCY!

•  Forward slope prevents buildup 
of leaves and debris on top

•  Slippery surface allows wind to 
sweep leaves away

•  Drip edge at front prevents 
ugly “tiger stripe” marks

The BEST WAY to control 
Gutter Clutter™

Durable, One-piece Construction

UV Resistant for Long Outdoor Life

B E F O R E

A F T E R

Manufactured by Plastic Components, Inc. •  Miami, Florida U.S.A.

www.gutterguardpro.com

MANUFACTURED BY PLASTIC COMPONENTS

Gutter Guard Pro is manufactured by Plastic Components, Inc.
Since 1969, Plastic Components has been supplying plastic
trims to the construction industry that meet or exceed the high
standards set by ASTM and Warnock-Hersey. Tensile and flex-
ural strength, dimensional stability and resistance to exterior
weather conditions are just a few of the standards that are
reviewed and judged by these testing agencies. 

WARRANTY

Plastic Components, Inc. warrants that GutterGuard Pro™, as
manufactured by Plastic Components, Inc., when properly
applied and used in and for the manner which it is manufac-
tured in accordance with ASTM standards D1784-97 shall be
free from defects and will perform as stated. Plastic
Components, Inc. sole responsibility under this warranty shall
be for replacement of material only and excluding any labor or
installation cost, and for material that is manufactured by
Plastic Components, Inc. which has been deemed defective
through manufacturing only, and not product which has been
damaged during installation or improperly installed.

Tested and Listed by Warnock-Hersey 
to assure quality and performance.
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1 2PVC Gutter Guard Pro protects
your gutters!

Prevents Debris and leaf build-up in gutters. If you are

frustrated from constantly climbing ladders to unclog your

gutters, here is the solution! Gutter Guard Pro is designed so

that the wind and rain do the cleaning for you.

Durable and affordable one-piece construction. The

simple but effective design of Gutter Guard Pro offers a

sturdy and cost effective solution in a market where complex

and expensive seems to be the norm.

UV tested for long outdoor life. You can be assured of the

UV resistance and durability of this product. Gutter Guard Pro

is listed by Warnock-Hersey and ASTM as a product which

meets or exceeds their standards in the areas of tensile and

flexural strength, dimensional stability and resistance to

exterior weather conditions.

Drip Edge prevents streaks on gutters face. Gutter Guard

Pro's unique drip edge technology helps to prevent the dirty

"tiger striping" which commonly occurs on the face of the

gutter. Defecting dirt and debris away from the face of the

gutter helps keep your home looking like new.

Fits most 5" gutter systems. Gutter Guard Pro has been

designed to rest on the mounting hangers of any 5-inch

continuous gutter system. This allows the system to function at

a consistent angle independent

of the roof pitch and gutter

slope. Gutter Guard Pro can

also be installed along with 

any type of roofing materials.

No fasteners, Snap-on/Snap-off design. Unlike other

products, the unique lock-in design of Gutter Guard Pro requires

no fasteners. This means that in the event that your gutters

require maintenance, the system can quickly and easily be

removed and reinstalled without hassle. 

Available in three colors.  Gutter Guard Pro is available 

in white, tan and dark brown to accommodate and blend in

with the majority of your gutter

color options.

Gutter Guard Pro snaps in at a consistent angle – 
no matter what the roof pitch or gutter slope is.

Angled
design and

drip edge on front
prevent buildup of debris

and “tiger striping” on gutters

Avoid Gutter Clutter and get the best in Protection!
To learn more about the benefits of Gutter Guard Pro go to www.gutterguardpro.com 
and contact a local licensed installer.

No More 
Gutter Clutter!™

Gutter Guard has DOUBLE the

number of holes of other gutter

protection products to allow more

water to flow through.


